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Female connector housing
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Short Description

Product Details:
AUX 6pin - the secondary connector that connects from the PSU to the motherboard.

Blue for a stunning highlight or for that cool blue casing.

-----
Busy with PSU mods? Then AC Ryan's Connectx� is a must-have.

Connectx� is the AC Ryan's way of moving modding a step ahead - now you have the means to extend your
mod color theme right down to the connectors. A range of connector housings in various colors, starting with
a series of connectors found typically in PSUs. Would you imagine stylish cool black cars with white plastic
handles? Dont let those standard white connectors spoil your mod. Change all the connector housing and
make heads turn with the touch of details.

Always using high quality, non-flammable & fire-resistance plastics, Connectx� connector color housings are
not only fun but safe too.

As part of the goal of advancing the professionality of performance PC, the Connectx� series is built with
these factors in mind performance quality, ease of installation, a touch of professionality. If you are a
performance PC builder, you care not only about performance but also professional appearance - AC Ryan
provides the building blocks. All AC Ryan cables are built with the best quality cables for strict no-nonsense
performance.

Includes:

Single Connector
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Additional Information

Brand AC Ryan

SKU ACR-CB7624-D

Weight 0.0100

Pins 6

Special Price $0.95


